
Lufťak´s trail
We would like to draw your attention and at the same time apologize for the increased traffic of cars 
on the Lufťák Trail in the section from the central car park to the Postcard. Thanks to the closure 
(reconstruction) of the bridge in Prakovice, a detour route is led to Benecko via Vrchlabí, but many 
unruly drivers drive despite the ban through Horní Štěpanice or Vítkovice and therefore also through 
part of the Lufťák trail.

Have you heard about the revolutionary air traffic in Benecko? No? You don't know who the swindler 
is? After all, someone who literally enjoys the fresh air in Benecko on his own lungs, and thus 
sharpens his senses. Because the oxygenated brain thinks better! In today's world full of televisions, 
computers, smog from cars, it is difficult to relax and stretch in the fresh air. With us, you can literally 
suck in air, which will be enough for your nostrils. You can see for yourself the combination of quality 
air and entertainment on the over 2 km long Lufták trail, where interesting stops await you. Do you 
like puzzles? Is movement your friend? You don't have to be an Olympian or Einstein, everyone who 
likes to have fun can walk our trail.

There are stops waiting for you on the route: "map, airman's fleet, hold the party, there were five of 
us, balls in the grove, the airman is looking for a SuperStar", "one is not enough", "woodcutter".

But beware !!! Since the summer of 2019, 5 new habitats have been added. The existing Lufťák Trail 
project was extended. You can look forward to the "Taste", "Slide", "Puzzle", "We need to fix it" and 
"Dwarf Vejral" sites.

AND WHERE DOES THE ENTIRE TRAIL BEGIN?

It's simple - in the central parking lot in Benecko, where it is possible to park for free.

During the holidays, the circuit counts on the use of the summer operation of the Kejnos cable car. 
We deliberately keep the location of the last fifth new location secret on the map and do not reveal 
anything at all about its location - let yourself be surprised, but know that it is worth it !!! If only …. 
that in the secluded habitat, which you will have to find with the help of the help, there is the 
LARGEST Dwarf in the world and there will be a beautiful view from there!

You will discover the location of the last fifth new habitat - the dwarf Vejral - with the help of the 
help you will find during the Lufták trail (both during the new circle and the original old trail). 
Because whoever "wells" on the trail, does not even need our help on the web ...



WEB HELP

Many of you are wondering, "Where did the world's biggest dwarf come from Benecko?"

Surely you all know 7 dwarfs - Šmudl, Prófa, Sejchal, Rejpal, Stydlín, Štístek and Dřímal. Since 
Benecko is an air spa, 7 dwarfs, who have been digging underground all day, have chosen Benecko. 
The motto has been passed here since ancient times: "If you want to have a healthy child, come to us 
in Benecko". Well, and what didn't happen… Stydlín started here… so on April 15, 2019, the 8th 
dwarf was born. It is no crumb from birth and, according to dwarf experts, it will grow to a height of 
up to 4 meters. And because he has mirrors like mirrors and is still staring, he was named Vejral.

Don't miss the search for the dwarf Vejral and fulfill fun tasks during a walk on the Lufťák trail. And 
when you go through all this, jump to one of the issuance points for the certificate with the airman.

Dispensing points are:

Wellness hotel Skalka

Benecko Information Center

Mountain hotel Kubat

Shop and workshop for skillful hands

ProFamily Hotel TOP Benecko

Lower station of the Kejnos cable car - cash desk (whenever it is in operation)

All you have to do is answer the quiz question and you can immediately take away a diploma 
(certificate), thanks to which you will be a graduate puppeteer.


